Welcome to V S N’s eArticles Series! I hope VSN readers who are missing the print magazine, and new readers
alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into the techniques that you
came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle’s works:

Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to
sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the article are colored blue (depending on how your
reader shows links.) There is also a “Go to Contents” button at the bottom of how-to section and art pages.
Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a

sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by checking out what they offer! (You can click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find info on learning more inside VSN’s 226 issues or on
the internet. Most VSN issues are still available in print or pdf. Note: Internet links found throughout this eArticle were
good as of publication, but links change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose the landscape print option so
that the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy it and would like to see more eArticles made available or have a

suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net)
Please do not email this article to friends. Instead point them to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Stamping With Paint
With all the beautiful stamping inks available in an almost endless range of
colors and types, why bother to stamp with paint? While most of the time,
stamping with ink is the easiest and often best choice, there are actually several
good reasons to sometimes stamp with acrylic paints.

Multi-surfaces: Acrylic paints can be used on many surfaces including paper,
canvas and other fabrics, wood, walls, ceramic pots, glass, plastic and metal.

Opaque on dark colors: Sometimes using inks to stamp on dark colors like

black, navy blue, hunter green, etc. yields results without much contrast or pop
— if they show up at all! Acrylic paints tend to be opaque, even on dark surfaces, where many inks are translucent, so colors pop!

Textured Surface Coverage: While we stampers often choose smooth

papers for stamping, sometimes we stamp on something with a bit more texture. Acrylic paints often stamp well on textured surfaces — sometimes better
than inks because they can get down into surface crevices that inks can miss.

Rustic or Textured Images: Most inks will give you a smooth stamped
image. When stamping with paints, you can get thick and thin areas and
rougher textured impressions. When you are going for a distressed look or a
homey feel, sometimes paints can be just the thing!
Next: Artwork stamped with acrylic paint.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (B & J’s, Stamp A Mania,
Posh Impressions), Cardstock (textured
cream, brown), Acrylic paints (red, green,
copper metallic), Chalks, Corner punch,
Border punch, Pop dots.

“Cover 6” x 5” piece of cream cardstock
by repeatedly stamping sun in the three
acrylic paint colors. Punch corners.”
“Stamp gecko and sentiment in metallic copper paint. Cut out gecko and
mount to brown cardstock with punched
corners. Trim sentiment and mount to
brown cardstock.”
“Stamp pot in red paint and shade with
chalks; cut out. Punch small piece of
brown with border punch. Attach gecko
with border piece above it. Attach sentiment and then pot with pop dots. Mount
whole piece to brown card.”
Finished size: 6 3/4” x 5 1/4”.

Go to Contents

Choosing Acrylic Paints
In this article, we are focusing on using acrylic paints. But there are all
kinds of acrylic paints. Go to any craft supply store and you will find
acrylic paints both in the craft aisles and in the fine art supply aisle.
Some paints are relatively expensive and some are fairly cheap. As
with many things we buy, sometimes you get what you pay for. If you
have the funds, purchasing artist quality paints like those found in the
fine art supply section of the craft store from Golden or Liquitex, will
serve you well. These paints tend to have a high pigment load, giving
you strong beautiful color and mix very well.
If the price of artist grade paints is too high for you, consider student
grade paints — while not as high quality as artist grade, they can still
be quite good and much better than the cheapest paints designed
for kids. (See Jun ‘06 VSN Acrylic Paints feature article for more on
choosing artist grade or student grade paints.)
Keep in mind that there are regular acrylic paints in tubes and jars
with a fairly thick toothpaste-like consistency and thinner “fluid”
paints that are designed to flow. If you know that you like working
with thinner paints, you may want to look for fluid versions rather
than have to thin the thicker types yourself. If you’ve already got
thick tube paints and need increase its flow, see the “Rehydrating &
Increasing Flow” section below.
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There are some great paints in the craft section of the store as well. They come in
a wide range of colors and include specialty paints like glow-in-the-dark, glitter, or
dimensional etc. These can be a lot of fun to play around with and often come in small
affordable bottles.
Don’t ignore the fabric painting
section of the store when looking for acrylic paints for stamping.
Even if you plan to stamp on paper,
many acrylic fabric paints can work

nicely on paper. For example, try Jacquard’s Lumiere,
Neopaque or Textile Color paints on a stamp!
There are also acrylic paints designed especially for
stampers that can be used on stamps. For example, Ranger’s Acrylic Paint Dabbers and their Claudine Hellmuth
Studio Paints are geared to stampers and come in some
great colors.
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Choosing Stamps to Use With Paint
When stamping with paint, you need to match the paint, or at least paint
consistency, to the stamp and vice versa. Some stamp types and paint consistencies work better (or at least more easily) than others when used with paint.
Traditionally, inexpensive foam stamps are the stamps of choice for stamping
with paint. These stamps, made entirely of foam, usually are made up of broad
lines and solid areas. The foam surface grabs the paint, making successful
stamping easier, even with thicker paints. Typically used for fabric stamping
and for decorative purposes like stamping on walls or furniture, etc., they can
also be used on paper surfaces. Commonly found in craft stores, they tend
to be very inexpensive (sometimes found in the dollar bin.) Because they are
often used for home decor projects, they are often fairly large in scale.
Regular rubber and clear acrylic stamps can also be used with acrylic paints,
but they can be a little more finicky. Because of the slick surface of these types
of stamps, the paint can to slide a bit when you press the stamp onto a surface, making it a little trickier (but not impossible) to get even coverage. With
some practice and experimentation, you can get excellent impressions; it is
well worth working through the learning curve!
Thick acrylic paints have a tendency to clog up fine lines within a stamped
designs, so when working with thicker paints, rubber stamps with broad lines
and solid areas are easier than detailed designs. That said, with the right paint
consistency, the right amount of paint, and the right technique, all but the
finest-lined stamps can be beautifully stamped with paints.
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A Few Extra Supplies
When working with acrylic paints and stamps, you will need a few
extra supplies.
ǷǷFoam brush or makeup sponge or sponge daubers.
ǷǷHomemade wet palette or regular palette
ǷǷWet holding surface for paint covered stamp (optional)

The Importance of Quick Clean-Up
Acrylic paint is designed to dry when exposed to air. And when
acrylic paint dries, it cures, becoming a hard polymer coating that
is difficult to remove. You don’t want a film of this clinging permanently to your stamps, brushes or other tools. To avoid this, wash
them immediately after use; never let paint dry on them.

Tip: To give yourself a little extra time, set up a wet surface to set
your stamps onto until you can clean them the right way. A few
layers of wet paper towels in a plastic container large enough to
hold your stamps does the trick. (Here I used a clean food take-out
box.) Don’t leave your stamps this way for long periods, but setting your stamps onto the wet surface for a few minutes until you
can get them cleaned will make cleaning them easier than just
setting them aside with their painted surface exposed to the air.
Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Getting Paint on the Stamp
There are several ways to get paint onto a stamp’s surface. Which method you choose
may depend on the paints you have available, how much preparation you are willing to
make, and your project.

Acrylic Paint Dabber Bottles
One option is to use Ranger’s Acrylic Paint Dabbers. These are part of Ranger’s Adirondack and Jenni Bowlin paint lines. The paint comes in one ounce bottles with dabber
tops, letting you pat paint onto a stamp directly from the bottle.
These paints have the advantage of letting you work without a brush or a palette for
easier clean up. They do require a some finessing however. When fresh, they are quite
easy to use. Leave them sitting in a drawer or on a shelf for months and months and they
thicken up and stop flowing. My suggestion is to buy them as needed, unseal them for
the first time when you actually plan to use them, and use the ones you own frequently
to keep them moving. Here are some tips from Ranger:
ǷǷShake bottle well before using.
ǷǷWhen using the dabbers for the first time, prime them by inverting the bottle, pressing
down on the dabber top and gently squeezing the sides of the bottle. Hold down for approximately 30-60 seconds or until you see paint. The dabber bottles have a valve, that when
pressed down, opens the valve to allow the paint to flow. Holding the valve open longer
allows more paint to properly flow into the dabber top. Do not repeatedly tap, bang or hammer the dabber, as you are not allowing the valve to stay open long enough to deliver the
paint into the dabber.
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ǷǷClose paint tops between uses to prevent paint from drying on the dabber top.
ǷǷIf dabber has not been used for an extended period of time, it may be necessary to re-establish flow. Do this by spraying water on the Non-Stick Craft Sheet and rub dabber top in water;
this will help re-wet the paint inside the dabber top to rejuvenate a continuous flow of paint.
ǷǷBlend dabber paints on canvas, paper and rubber stamps. If different color paint gets on the
dabber top, simply dab onto paper towel until dabber top is clean.
ǷǷImmediately clean stamps with water or stamp cleaner after using paint dabbers.
ǷǷIf paints thicken up over time: unscrew the cap, add a little water to thin, and re-mix the paint
inside the bottle with a craft stick.

Next: Artwork stamped using Acrylic Paint Dabbers.
Heart : Posh Impressions.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock
(white, brown), Acrylic Paint Dabbers (Ranger: Gold,
Copper), Die-cut machine, Embossing folder (Sizzix
Woodgrain folder), Die (Spellbinders Classic Scalloped Ovals: largest in set, Grand Ovals: smallest
in set), Pearlescent Watercolor paints, Waterbrush,
VersaMark, Sparkle embossing powder (Sparkle N
Sprinkle), Bow (rust), Gold brad, Dimensionals

“Paint white cardstock with gold and copper Acrylic
Paint Dabbers. Run through die-cut machine in
wood grain embossing folder.”
“Apply both paints onto mushroom stamp; stamp
on white cardstock. Color in with Pearlescent Watercolor paints using a waterbrush. Cut and emboss
with large scalloped Oval die. Edge with gold Dabber. Apply Versamark over entire piece and heat
emboss with Sparkle embossing powder. Layer onto
oval, cut and emboss with small oval die.”
“Attach rust bow with gold brad. Attach image with
dimensionals. Stamp ‘Nature’ on brown cardstock in
Gold paint. Cut and emboss with smallest scalloped
die. Attach on top of image with dimensionals.”
Finished Size:4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Sponges or Brushes
Most acrylic paints don’t have a built-in applicator, so you will
need some way to get the paint onto the stamp — typically
brushes or sponges. If you use cosmetic sponges, inexpensive
foam craft brushes or sponge dabbers, you can throw them
away when your project is done so there is less clean up and
less acrylic paint going into your plumbing. The downside is
that you need to work fast so the paint is still moist when you
stamp, which can be a challenge with really large stamps.
Try to avoid dipping a brush, sponge or other tool directly
into the paint jar or bottle, which can contaminate the paint.
Instead, pour a little onto a palette or even the jar lid if you
only need a little. Tap the brush or sponge into the paint and
then onto the stamp, aiming for an even application of paint.
Quickly stamp the image; clean the stamp right away.

Tip: Usually, you will have the best luck using either a foam

brush or a tightly woven sponge like a cosmetic sponge.
But give bristle brushes a try if you are looking to create an
unusual texture using a solid stamp design.

Tip: When working with bristle brushes, wet the brush with
water and then wipe dry before dipping it in paint, to keep the
paint from travelling up the bristles into the ferrule (which can
damage the brush as well as make it more difficult to clean.)
Next: Artwork stamped with acrylic paint & a Sponsor page.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Heartfelt Creations,
Posh Impressions), Cardstock (tan, rust,
brown), Ink (brown), Acrylic paints
(copper metallic), Chalks, Corner
rounder punch, Paper punch, Ribbon,
Embellishments, Pop dots.

“Stamp background image, individual
leaves, and sentiment in paint by
brushing paint on stamp. Shade all
with chalks.”
“Trim sentiment, round corners and ink
edges with brown. Attach to slightly
larger brown cardstock with rounded
corners. Punch holes on sides and run
ribbon through holes. Attach at an
angle to background image. Mount to
brown, then rust cardstock.”
“Attach leaves with pop dots. Attach
embellishments.”
Finished size: 4 3/4” x 6”.
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Brayered Paint Palette
When working with thicker acrylic paints like those in a tube and large
stamps, another method is to create a paint pad using a smooth palette
(or a craft sheet) and a brayer.
Squeeze or pour a little bit of paint onto a palette. Roll over the paint with
a rubber brayer to spread the paint into a smooth layer on the palette.
Pat a large broad-surface stamp into the paint just like you would pat a
stamp on an inkpad to ink it. Or alternatively, try rolling the brayer over
the stamp to apply the paint.
This works particularly well with large foam stamps. One advantage to
this method is that it gets the paint onto the stamp quickly, so it is nice
and moist when you stamp it. This can also be a good way to create a
natural looking distressed rough image; by purposely imperfectly coating
the stamp, you can create a distressed stamp impression.
One downside is that it can be a little bit messier. You have to worry about
cleaning the palette, the brayer and the stamp and have to be sure that
the paint doesn’t dry on any of them before you can clean them.

Tip: When working with paint on a palette, acrylic paint will tend to dry
out if you are working for a while. Lightly spraying the paint surface with
a fine mist of water as needed can keep it workable. Just make sure not to
spray too much water on it or you can wind up with drippy thinned paint!
Next: Artwork stamped with acrylic paint.
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Barb Benson’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Rubbernecker,
Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock
(black, light green), Designer paper,
Acrylic paint (Silver metallic), Corner
punch, Leafy die, Pop dots.

“Punch corners of 3 3/4” x 6” piece
of designer paper. Mount to black,
then to light green card.”
“Cut leafy die from light green and
black cardstocks; arrange on card.”
“Stamp image and sentiment with
silver paint on black cardstock. Cut
out butterfly and mount to card
with pop dots. Attach sentiment.”
Finished size: 4 1/4” x 6 1/2”.
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Wet Palette
If your stamp has fine lines, try a wet palette! Professional acrylic painters
sometimes use wet a palette (purchased or homemade) to keep paints
moist and workable while they paint and even to store them overnight
so they use them again the next day. Stampers can use a wet palette too.
In a Japanese video on YouTube, Chieko Yuguchi creates her own wet
palette using a tray, some paper towels, a piece of tracing paper and
water. She then uses a cosmetic sponge to pick up the paint and apply it
to a stamp. This is my new favorite way to use paint on a stamp!
The beauty of this approach is that it keeps the paint moist and covers
stamp lines nicely. Clean up is also much easier than using a regular palette. When you are done, you can simply throw away the paper towels,
tracing paper and cosmetic sponge. This also eliminates having to clean
a palette and brush at the sink, reducing the amount of potentially pipeclogging acrylic paint going down your drain.
To create a wet palette, you need a flat waterproof surface with raised
edges. You might for example use a plastic lid from a storage container, a
polystyrene tray, a plastic plate or an acrylic box photo frame.
Place several even layers of paper towels in the tray. (Chieko recommends four to six.) Pour water over the paper towels, making sure that
they are evenly wet and smooth. Pour off excess water. (You don’t want a
soupy wet palette making your paints drippy.)
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Layer a piece of tracing paper, baking
parchment or wax paper over the wet
paper towels.

Gently smooth the paper over the
paper towels so that it is uniformly wet.
Chieko recommends folding the tracing
paper under the edge of the paper towels to keep it wet longer.

Now squeeze or pour some paint from
a tube or jar onto the wet palette.
Because this particular paint is a litle
thick, I help it out of the jar with a
clean wooden skewer.
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Tap a cosmetic sponge or a sponge brush into
the paint. Then tap it off onto another open
area of the wet palette. Repeat as necessary to
“ink” the sponge.

Quickly and lightly tap the paint coated
sponge onto the stamp to “ink” the stamp.
You still need to work quickly, but because the
paint on a wet palette tends to be wetter, you
have a little more time to work than simply
using a sponge on a dry palette.

Stamp the image right away on your surface.
Clean the stamp immediately.
Notice that the stamp I used here was a fairly
fine-lined stamp but with this method, I can
get a nice impression even using paint rather
than ink.
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You can use the wet palette with several paint colors, just as you would use a dry palette. Have a separate sponge or
foam brush for each paint color. You can also mix paint colors in other open wet areas of the palette as needed.

Tip: If you are working for a while, you may need to rewet the paper towels underneath if they start to dry too much.
Work carefully with the wet paper on top, as it can easily tear.
Some people use wet palettes to extend their work time to several days by covering the palette with a lid, foil or plastic wrap between painting sessions. This can sometimes work, depending on the environment where you live. Keep in
mind that using un-distilled water can cause things to grow (like mold) and it can get smelly if left too long.
Using a wet palette has the downside of taking a few minutes to set up at the beginning of the art session, but the
time saved in clean-up at the end makes up for that. It actually is quite easy to do and makes coating stamps with
paint very easy. I think you will like it!

Learn More: Chieko’s video is in Japanese, but there is an English version without sound. If you click the “CC” icon under
the YouTube video, you will be able to turn on closed captioning in English.
Learn More: Elizabeth Nesbitts has a page on her blog (June 2012) with a photo tutorial showing how to create a similar
stay wet palette using paper towels and baking paper. She is using hers for acrylic painting rather than for stamping.

Next: Artwork using images stamped in acrylic paint and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Leaf - Rubber Monger,
Text - Verses Rubber Stamps), Cardstock
(glossy white, orange, gold), Scissors,
Claudine Hellmuth Studio Acrylic Paints:
Landscape Green), Sponge, Distress Ink
(Ranger: Mustard Seed, Fired Brick), Heat
tool, Paper towel, Xyron Adhesives.

“This card was created using a wet palette and acrylic paints as shown on the
previous pages: Apply green paint to leaf
stamp and stamp on glossy white cardstock. Allow to dry or use a heat tool to
speed drying; cut out closely.”
“Apply yellow and red Distress Inks directto-paper over leaf image. Use a paper
towel to wipe excess ink off stamped lines.
Stamp text in red on orange cardstock.
Use Xyron to apply adhesive to leaf and
orange layer and layer both onto gold
card, allowing leaf to go a little beyond
the orange layer onto the gold.”
Finished Size: 7” x 5”.
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Basic Stamping
Once you’ve got the paint on the stamp, try stamping first
on scrap paper to get a feel for stamping with paint. You will
typically find that you need a different touch when stamping with paint than stamping with ink. Where often you use
firm pressure on an inked stamp, you may find that using
that same pressure will create messy painted impressions
(as you see here.)
To get a crisp impression, instead try gentle pressure, but
making sure to still press on all areas of the stamp. Keep in
mind that acrylic paints vary in thickness and so may need
different pressures to stamp successfully. Individual stamps
also have their own idiosyncrasies too of course.

Tip: If you are working with a broad surfaced rubber stamp

and find that the paint moves around too much when you
press it onto your surface, try priming the stamp first by
covering the stamp with a light coat of the paint. Wait thirty
seconds and then reapply another coat of paint on top and
then stamp the image. Sometimes the base coat of paint is
enough to get the paint to behave. (I learned this tip years
ago but don’t remember where; probably from Mary at Hot
Potatoes or Nanette or Carolyn of ZimPrints who all liked
stamping with paint.)
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Multiple Colors
Keep in mind that you don’t have to stick with
just one paint color on a stamp. If you work
efficiently, there is no reason that you can’t pat
on more than one paint color before stamping.
Just have the paints ready to use so you can
“ink” the stamp quickly.
Prepare all the paint colors you plan to use. I
used a wet palette for this stamping, creating a
puddle of green and a puddle of blue paint on
the palette. I tapped on some blue and then
some light green paint and then stamped the
image. As always, wash the stamp right away.

Tip: When patting multiple colors on a stamp,
you usually will want a separate brush or
sponge for each paint color.
Next: Artwork using images stamped in multiple acrylic paint colors.

Fish: Hot Potatoes
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Fish - Hot Potatoes, Grass
- Rubber Monger), Cardstock (white glossy,
green, yellow), Xyron Adhesive, Acrylic paints
(Claudine Hellmuth Studio Acrylic Paints: Yellow Pastel, Landscape Green, Sky Blue), Sponge,
Distress Stain (Ranger: Broken China), Heat
tool, Paper towel, Opaque White Pen (Ranger
Inkssentials).
“This card was created using multiple acrylic
paints as shown on the previous page: Use
sponge or foam brush to apply multiple colors
of acrylic paint on fish stamp and then stamp
on glossy white cardstock. Repeat. Sponge
green acrylic paint on grass stamp and stamp
repeatedly along bottom edge of card, only
using part of the stamp image. Allow to dry or
speed drying with heat tool.”
“Brush Distress Stain over card using the Stain’s
dabber top. Use paper towel to wipe excess ink
off of stamped images. Add white details to fish
using white pen. Then layer onto green cardstock and then yellow card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/4” x 6 1/2”.
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Mixing Mediums
Play around with stamping with
paints to see where it leads you.
Don’t be afraid to try mixing acrylic
paints, add mediums or even
combine acrylic mediums and waterbased dye inks. And there is no
rule that all images in a project be
stamped with ink or all with paint.
As long as the paints or inks work on
the surface, you could stamp some
images with paint and some with
ink as is appropriate for your project.
Here are a few things to try:

Iridescent Inks
Try combining stamping dye ink with
acrylic medium. For example, pour a
puddle of Iridescent Tinting Medium
on a palette. Apply drops of dye reinker to the medium and mix well.
Pat mixture onto a stamp and then
stamp your image. This is especially
pretty on dark surfaces.
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Iridescent Shimmer Overlays
Or try instead inking a stamp with dye ink (here
I am using Distress ink) and then lightly patting
a shimmery translucent medium or paint on top
of the ink layer and then stamp. As always when
working with acrylic paints, clean the stamp
right away.
Pictures do not really show shimmer effects
very well; the results really are quite lovely. Play
around with this technique using different color
inks and on different color papers.

Learn More: Andrea Walford shows this tech-

nique using Stampin’ Up’s Shimmer Paints on
a YouTube video or check out a related video.
(If you watch these videos, notice that Andrea
uses graph paper as a stamping surface to help
her with lining up her stamp images when she
stamps.)

Next: Artwork using images stamped with

acrylic paint and Iridescent Tinting Medium and
a Sponsor Page.

Leaf: Chunky Stamps
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Chunky Stamps), Paper (black),
Cardstock (gold), Xyron adhesive, Sponge, Iridescent Tinting Medium (Liquitex), Palette or craft
sheet, Dye ink (Ranger: Vintage Ink - Pumpkin
Pie), Copper paint or pigments.

“This card was created using the Iridescent Inks
technique shown on the page before last: Pour a
small puddle of Iridescent Tinting Medium on a
smooth palette or craft sheet. Mix in a few drops
of dye ink. Apply this mixture to leaf stamp using
a cosmetic sponge and then stamp leaf onto
black paper.”
“Layer black leaf layer onto gold cardstock and
then onto copper/black layer. The copper/black
layer is a sheet from my craft stash that I made at
some point in the past. It is either copper acrylic
Lumiere paint or copper pigments brushed lightly
over black paper.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”.
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Acrylic Paint Resists
Try stamping an image with white or
other light colored paint onto paper.
(Here I am using Claudine Hellmuth’s Studio paint in tan.)
Allow the paint to dry or speed the drying
with a heat tool. (You want to be sure the
paint is completely dry so it will resist the
ink in the next step.) Note: The heat tool is
several inches from the stamped image.
When dry, sponge or stipple dye inks over
the image. Here I dabbed on Distress
Stain. The inks seem to cover the paint
image, but the paint actually resists the
ink. Use a clean paper towel or cloth to
clean the dye ink off the paint image.

Learn More: Archivers shows this technique

as part of their “Stamping with Paints”
YouTube video demo using Claudine Hellmuth stamps and her acrylic paint line.

Next: Artwork using acrylic paint resist.
Heart : Posh Impressions.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Heart - Posh Impressions, Text Rhapsody in Rubber), Cardstock (glossy white, pink,
maroon), Xyron Adhesive, Acrylic paint (Claudine Hellmuth Studio Acrylic Paints: Traditional Tan), Sponge,
Heat tool, Paper towel, Distress Stains (Ranger: Broken
China, Dusty Concord, Worn Lipstick), Distress Ink
(Ranger: Fired Brick.)

“This card was created using the Acrylic Paint Resist
technique shown on the previous page: Stamp image
in tan acrylic paint on white glossy cardstock. Allow to
dry or use a heat tool to speed drying.”
“Dab on spots of random color with various colors of
Distress stain over and around the stamped image.
Allow to dry briefly. Use a paper towel to wipe excess
Stain from stamped image, revealing the heart again.”
“Trim layer and mount to pink cardstock. Stamp text in
red beneath heart. Layer all onto maroon card.”
Finished Card: 6” x 4 1/2”.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Ginkgo - Fred Mullett), Claudine
Hellmuth Acrylic Studio Paint (Ranger: Peach),
Distress inks (Ranger: Broken China, Chipped Sapphire), Liquid Pearls (Ranger), Tim Holtz blending
tool, Cardstock (white)

“Apply peach Studio acrylic paint to ginkgo
stamp and stamp on white cardstock; let dry
thoroughly. Blend Distress inks in Broken China
and Chipped Sapphire onto the piece using foam
blending tool. Pay particular attention to the borders of the piece. The gingko images will pop out
underneath the Distress inks.”
“Apply freehand corner designs with Liquid Pearls
paint. Allow to dry for at least half an hour. Glue
the piece to a flecked, top-folded, white card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 ½”.
Marilyn adds, “This was really challenging. I am
accustomed to using inks, but haven’t done too
much with paint. I found that the Studio paints
hold up very well because they contain lots of
pigment and can be watered down too, though I
used them straight for this project.”

Go to Contents

Embossed Resists
Another approach is to instead stamp an image
with pigment ink and emboss (for example, stamping and embossing with clear ink and powder as
I did here) and then pat thinned paint over the
image. The embossing will resist the acrylic paint.
Use a clean paper towel or cloth to clean the paint
off the embossed stamp image.

Next: Artwork using the Embossed Resists
technique.

Heart : Life
of the Party
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Heart - Life of the Party, Text Stampa Rosa), Cardstock (glossy white, green, blue),
Xyron Adhesive, Clear embossing ink (Ranger),
Clear embossing powder, Acrylic paints (Claudine
Hellmuth Studio Acrylic Paints: Yellow Pastel, Traditional Tan, Landscape Green; Liquitex Iridescent
Tinting Medium, Sponge, Heat tool, Paper towel,
Corner Rounder, Ink (Ranger Archival ink - French
Ultramarine.)

“This card was created using the Embossed Resist
technique shown on the previous page: Stamp and
emboss heart twice in clear embossing ink and
powder on white glossy cardstock. Sponge various
acrylic paints (including some mixed with iridescent
tinting medium) over entire surface. Allow to dry
briefly and then wipe embossed images with paper
towel to remove excess paint from embossed lines.”
“Trim and round corners of painted layer and
mount on green cardstock; round green layer’s
corners. Stamp text on white cardstock in blue.
Layer heart layers onto this stamped layer and then
round its corners. Layer entire thing onto blue card.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4” x 4 1/2”.
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Acrylic Foundations
Have you ever wanted to stamp an image on a
dark surface using StazOn ink? StazOn is great ink,
but like many inks, most of its colors are translucent rather than opaque, so the image often
doesn’t show up well on dark surfaces.
I decided to play around with this and see if I
could use a light color acrylic paint as a base
image so that when stamped on top of it, the
StazOn image would show up on the dark paper. I
think it turned out pretty cool. Here is what I did.
Stamp the image using gesso paint or a light color
paint on a dark surface. Here I used Claudine Hellmuth’s Studio Paint in tan on black matte paper.
While the acrylic paint would resist most waterbased dye inks, StazOn has no problem when
stamped over this paint. Here I inked the stamp
with Blazing Red StazOn and eyeballed stamping
on top of the acrylic paint image. You could use a
stamp positioner to place it exactly on top, but I
liked the misregistration I got with eyeballing the
placement; I think it makes the image pop more.
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Heart : Posh Impressions.
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Next: Artwork using acrylic foundations technique.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Heart, Love - Posh Impressions), Cardstock (black, hot pink, pale
lavender/grey), Paper (black), Acrylic paint
(Ranger: Claudine Hellmuth Studio Acrylic
Paint - Traditional Tan; Liquitex: Acrylic Artist
Color Interference Green), StazOn ink (Tsukineko: Blazing Red), Xyron Adhesive, Sponges.

“This card was created using the Acrylic Foundations technique shown on the previous
page: Stamp heart in tan acrylic paint on black
paper. Allow to dry or dry gently with heat tool.
Then stamp same image on top of first in red
StazOn ink. Use stamp positioner to get perfect
registration or eyeball it as I did here.”
“Trim black paper and sponge edges with
green interference paint. Stamp ‘Love’ on hot
pink paper in same interference paint. Layer
heart on pink layer and then pale lavender/
grey and then onto black card.”
Finished Size: 6 1/2” x 7 1/4”

Go to Contents

Edges & Backgrounds
When you have stamped images on a card with paint,
consider using the same paint to edge the card and/or
card layers. You’ve already got the paint out and it will
match, so why not?
Load a foam brush or sponge applicator into paint and
then tap or wipe paint along/against card edges. Here
I brushed some blue paint along the edges of a acrylic
paint resist card I made with acrylic paints and Distress
Stains. I liked the weathered rough edging I created
using fairly thick wet paint.
Experiment with this on scrap paper to get a feel for it
and decide how much or how little paint you want on
your edges. Play around with a light dry application of
color versus a wet thick application.

Sun: Chunky Stamps

You can also use acrylic paint to create backgrounds
or layers for stamped cards. VSN has covered acrylic
backgrounds quite a few times in the past (see “VSN
Resources” page.) When you are finished stamping your
images with paint, use the extra paint to create background papers.

Next: Artwork using acrylic paint background layers.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Sailboat - Sparkle N Sprinkle), StazOn
ink (Tsukineko: black), Embossable Acetate, Pearlescent
Painters paint markers, Cardstock (white glossy, purple),
Tulip Crystal Dimensional Fabric Paints (pink, purple,
green, yellow), VersaMark ink, Embossing powder
(Sparkle N Sprinkle: Sparkle, Super Thick). Brushable Glue
(Sparkle N Sprinkle), Die-cut machine & Spellbinders
Classic Ovals die (largest oval), Dimensionals.

“Stamp Stain Glass Sailboat in black StazOn on embossable acetate. Turn over and color in with Pearlescent
Painters. Set aside to dry.”
“Apply Tulip Crystal Dimensional Fabric Paints to white
glossy cardstock. (I used Pink, Purple, Green and Yellow.) Take another piece of glossy cardstock. Squish
them together and then pull apart. When dry, cover
entire piece with VersaMark ink and heat emboss with
Sparkle embossing powder. Reapply VersaMark and heat
emboss with Super Thick embossing powder. Repeat
three times, to achieve the stained glass look. Layer on to
white and then to purple cardstock.”
“Apply Brushable Glue to the back of sails; attach to
white cardstock. Cut with the largest Spellbinders Classic
Ovals Large die; attach to cardfront with dimensionals.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (smARTworks), Cardstock
(white, black), Acrylic paint (Anita’s: Golden
Yellow, Leaf Green), Sponge, Pigment ink
(black), Embossing powder (Transcendence
Clear), Adhesive.

“Sponge 4” x 5 1/4” white cardstock with
Golden Yellow and Leaf Green Anita’s acrylic
thinned paint. When dry, stamp image and
sentiment in black pigment ink and heat
emboss in clear. Adhere to black card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Flower Vase - smARTworks), Cardstock (white), Spellbinder’s
Medallion die, Sponge Acrylic Paint (Folk
Art: Plum Chiffon), Adhesive, Twinkling
H2O’s, Dimensional pop-dots.

“Using Spellbinders’ Medallion as a stencil,
sponge plum paint onto 5 1/4” x 4” cardstock. Adhere to front of white card.”
“Stamp image on white cardstock scrap.
Color with Twinkling H2O’s watercolors
and adhere over the white medallion layer
with dimensional pop-dots.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.
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Sarah Stainback’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (smARTworks), Carsdtock
(white, yellow), Acrylic paint (Anita’s: Golden
Yellow, Leaf Green), Brush, Adhesive, Ink (black),
Spectrum Noir alcohol ink markers.
“Randomly paint thinned Golden Yellow and Leaf
Green acrylic paint over 5 1/4” x 4” white cardstock.
Let dry and then adhere to yellow card.”
“Stamp image and sentiment on front of card and
on a scrap of yellow cardstock. Color scrap with
alcohol ink markers and adhere over stamped
image on card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”.

Go to Contents

The Perils of Storing Acrylic Paint
Like a lot of stampers, I am a hoarder of supplies. I will buy
a particular paint for a particular project, use a bit of it and
set the rest aside to use at some vague future date. I expect
(foolishly in many cases) that months or even years later I’ll
be able to open the jar and happily use it again. Like a lot
of stampers, I am sometimes disappointed to open that jar
and find either a hard dry disk or a congealed mass that is
totally unusable.
Acrylic paint may be water-based, but once it gets to this
stage, you will probably have to toss it; it’s too late to try
and thin it. If it has gone thick but still has some give and
flow to it, you can try thinning it with water or an acrylic
paint medium or flow improver. (See next section.)
But what can you do to keep your paints from drying up this
way? It is important to understand that acrylic paints are
designed to cure and harden when exposed to air; that is
why they can air dry to a hard permanent coating. So if you
want to avoid, or at least slow-down, the paint drying in the
jar, you need to keep the air out as much as you can.
To prepare for this eArticle, I went through my own paint
supplies to see what was still usable. My results were mixed.
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The acrylic stencil paints I bought many years ago to stencil my kids’
rooms when they were babies were miraculously still fluid and ready
to go. (My kids are in their mid-twenties now!) They were not stored
in any particular way other than securely capped.
My tube acrylic artist grade paints (Liquitex and Golden), many purchased ten or more years ago, were mostly still quite usable with the
exception of several small tubes with only a very small bit of paint
left in them. The moral of this story is that when you get down to
the last bits of paint in a tube (or a jar for that matter), just use it up
rather than try to save little bits for long periods! If you don’t have
an immediate project use, smear it randomly over some cardstock to
create some background paper for a future project.
One thing you can do is compress the paint left in a tube into a
smaller area. Years ago, we stampers snagged paint tube wringers
to corrugate narrow strips of paper. If you still have one around, you
can use it for its original purpose, to get the paint from the far end
moved down toward cap-end of the tube. This makes them easier to
store, less likely to dry out and also helps you use every bit of paint.
Don’t be too aggressive with wringing your paint tubes though. I
went a little too far with one of my tubes and created a crack in the
metal tube. I taped it up with clear packing tape, so hopefully it’ll do
ok, but learn from my mistake: Wring the paint, but when you get as
far as you can easily go, don’t force it!
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For over twenty years, one of my very favorite acrylic mediums is Liquitex’s
Iridescent Tinting Medium. I’ve bought it in wide-mouth jars and narrowermouth bottles. I’ve learned in the past to put plastic wrap over wide-mouth
jars, twist the lid tight and then store the jar upside down. This helps keep it
moist. Mediums in narrower-bottles tends to dry out slower than the widemouth jars. The lesson here is that if you have a choice between the same
paint or medium in a wide-mouth jar or a narrower mouth bottle, and expect
to have paint left over after you are done with your project, go narrow.
Storing bottled and jarred paints tightly sealed and upside down is often
a very good strategy. (Don’t forget to wipe the jar or tube threads clean of
paint before tightening it so you have the best seal!)
On my most recent paint clean-out, I checked on several large wide-mouth
jars of glow-in-the-dark silk screen paint. Two jars stored with just lids on and
right-side-up revealed dry hockey pucks when I opened them. The third still
had its original foil seal under the lid and the lid’s seam was wrapped with
clear tape; its paint is fluid and still very useable. The lesson here is that if you
know you won’t be using a particular paint for a long time, seal it tight, wrap
the lid seam with clear packing tape and then store it upside down!
If you do store paints upside down, consider putting them in a container
that is forgiving of possible spills. I store mine in plastic IRIS cart drawers. If
something spills, it isn’t the end of the world. (Sooner or later, something will
probably spill or leak, either because you’ve forgotten to tighten down a cap
or because of an imperfect seal.)
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Another strategy to consider is to try to purchase large
jars of acrylic paints only if you need large amounts. It
may seem economical to purchase a huge jar at a lower
per-ounce price, but if most of it dries up because you
don’t use a lot, it is not a bargain. If you are not sure how
much you will use a particular paint or know you won’t
use it often, see if you can find it in a smaller size.
Be sure to store your paints at room temperature. Most
acrylic paints have additives to protect it from freeze/
thaw cycles in a limited way (so they can survive shipping) but they will last longer if you keep them from
high heat or freezing once you buy them.
I store my acrylic paints by paint type/brand. One
deep IRIS drawer holds all my fabric paints and sprays.
Another holds my artist quality tube paints and mediums. Yet another holds an assortment of craft and
special purpose paints. Where the bottles of some types
are small and hard to stand upside down, I store them
together in a small open top box inside the drawer.
I have a couple other shorter IRIS drawers filled with
stamping acrylic paints. Yes, I have too much paint
stored. The lesson here? Use it!
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Rehydrating & Increasing Flow
If an acrylic paint is bone dry or has turned into a plastic blob, you
won’t be able to rehydrate it. Toss it! If it has thickened, but still
has some movement, you may still have a chance to get some use
from it by thinning it. You might also want to thin a paint if you
are using a thicker type of acrylic paint (like tube paint) and need
a thinner consistency for a particular technique or purpose.

Thinning With Water
If your paint has sat in the jar too long and has thickened, try
adding a bit of distilled water. (Tap water can sometimes contain
contaminates that could cause the paint to go off over time and
so limit its life.)
Check with the paint manufacturer to find out how much water
is recommended when thinning that particular paint; often you
don’t want to go over about 20% water to paint ratio. If it needs
more than that, it probably would be better to just buy new. Keep
in mind that adding water can reduce the paint’s color intensity
and may make the paint a little more transparent.
If you want to try adding a bit of water, try a few sprays or a few
drops of distilled water into the bottle. Then stir with a clean craft
stick or something similar. If that isn’t enough, add just a little
more. Aim for the minimum needed to get the paint usable again.
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If you are working with a thick tube paint and
just want to thin enough for a given project,
squeeze a bit of it on a palette and then spray
or drip drops of distilled water onto the paint.
Stir. Add more water as needed to get the consistency you want, taking care not to over-thin
the paint.
One hazard of thinning paint with water is that
if you add too much water, you break down the
paint so the ratio of acrylic binder to pigment
may no longer be high enough to successfully
bind the pigment to your surface. Also, in some
cases, you may get the paint moving again but
may wind up with clumps of cured paint in a
liquid base. Still, this may fit into the “it can’t
hurt to try” category if the only other option is
to toss it out.
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Thinning With Mediums or Additives
Another way to thin acrylic paint is to use an acrylic medium or an
additive designed for the purpose. Look for these in the fine art supply sections of the craft store. Read product labels to see whether a
particular medium will thin paint and whether it will affect its opacity
or look. Some examples are Golden’s Acrylic Flow Release or Winsor &
Newton’s Artist Acrylic Flow Improver or their Galeria Flow Improver.
Some acrylic matt or gloss mediums may also be helpful for creating
flow. The advantage of using these products is that you improve the
paint flow without changing the color strength of the paint.
Read product labels for directions for using additives or mediums.
Keep in mind that mediums include acrylic resin (binder) while additives don’t. As with water, if you use too much of a additive, it may
affect the paints drying and pigment binding.

Learn More: Acrylic Paint Review has information on their site on thinning paints. This site has other interesting articles acrylic paints too!

Learn More: Most companies making large acrylic paint lines have a ton
of helpful information about their products and about acrylic paint in
general on their websites. See the paint company website links in the
“Online Resources” section below.

Don’t shy away from using paints. They really are a fun medium to use
in stamping!
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VSN Resources
(A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
Acrylic & Watercolor Paint Techniques
Feb ‘12: Acrylic Paint Stamp Resists
Mar ’09: Adding Acrylic Mediums
Oct ’07: Distress Crackle Paint
Jul ’06: Watercolor Paints
Jun ’06: Acrylic Paints
Nov ’00: Radiant Pearls Basics
Aug ’00: Ragging (about ½ pg)
Jul ’99: Faux Paste Paper
Mar ’00: Acrylic Pastels technique (1 pg)

Using Up the Excess

Jun ’98: Crackle Paint
Mar ’98: Creative Backgrounds & Borders (Metallic Acrylic Techniques)
Feb ’98: Interference Watercolors over Watercolor Marker
Sept ’97: Interference Paint, Interference Plant Prints

Next: Artwork using acrylic paint backgrounds.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Lumiere
paints (Metallic Gold, Pearl Violet, Pearl Blue,
White), Cardstock (white, mustard), Die-cut
machine & embossing folders (Spellbinders
Grand Peony Creations set, Crafts-Too Flower
folder), Punch, Ink (Memento black), Gold brads.

“Drop Lumiere Paints (Metallic Gold, Pearl Violet, Pearl Blue and White) on white cardstock
and put another piece of white cardstock on top
and squish the two pieces around. Pull apart
and let dry.”
“Cut and emboss using various Grand Peony
Creations dies. Make up flowers — one big, one
medium-sized and one little one.”
“Run a piece of glossy cardstock through
machine in Crafts-Too Flower embossing folder.
Cut out window with punch and stamp ‘Thank
You’ in black ink. Layer on mustard and attach
flowers with gold brads before layering on
white card front.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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More Online Resources & Inspirations
Heather Nichols Pine Is Here (blog)
Stamping With Paint Photo Tutorial
Niki Estes (blog)
Stamping With Paint Photo Tutorial
Audrie Magno-Gordon on YouTube: “Late Night Stamping with Paint Daubers” (video)
Audrie shares a project stamped partly with dye inks & partly with Ranger paint.
Audrie Magno-Gordon on YouTube: “Bargello Card Technique with Finger Painting Fun” (video)
Audrie shows a Bargello technique using re-inkers over an embossed image that is then covered
with a coat of translucent Shimmer Paint, but the color ink part of the technique ought to work with
acrylic paint colors too.
Foam Stamps For Stamping Projects (Kate Pullen on About.com)
Kate shares tips and ideas for working with foam stamps.
Golden Paint
Golden’s website if full of helpful information. For example, the “Technical Notes on Drying” article
in the “Just Paint” newsletter, describes how acrylic paint dries, additives, storage and cleaning art
tools.
Liquitex
Liquitex has a “Resources” section on working with their acrylic paints, including product info and
videos.
Ranger Industries
Ranger’s site includes information on their acrylic paints for stampers as well as projects and videos.
Winsor & Newton
Check out the “Resource Centre” for tips and info on working with acrylic paints.
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The Secret to Future eArticles
Did you enjoy this eArticle? Would you like to see more FREE eArticles? Then you need to do two things:
1) Support the Sponsors. Check out the Sponsor pages throughout this eArticle, click on the links, visit their sites and
place some orders. If the Sponsors find that eArticles do well for them, that encourages them to sponsor future eArticles and it is the Sponsors that make an eArticle FREE!
2) If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to yourself. Writing something and sending it out to the void, never
to hear if someone likes it does not encourage me to write more eArticles. What does? Your honest feedback, opinions
and comments as well as your suggestions for future eArticle topics. Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net And please
tell your friends about VSN’s eArticle series! Thanks so much!

Stamping With Paint Challenge Drawing
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues.
Sarah Stainback
Marilyn Sweeney
Barbara Benson
and Shona Erlenborn
each win their choice of eight VSN issues. (Email me!)
Would you like to submit artwork for a future eArticle? See the Get Published page on VSN’s website for details!
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Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website
VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List

eArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or sold in any form without permission. If you have a
stamping friend who would like a copy, please direct them to the eArticle page of VSN’s
website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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